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Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 20/10/2006 :  09:15:02      

Hello All

Figured I'd start a thread for people to post links to new Dusty clips on
youtube. I know I'm always checking back there for new ones 

She looks SO cute in this little dress! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MczZzJ-jy5c

And for everyone who doesnt get the TV ad with WAYDFTROYL (What Are
You Doing....sorry it takes me so long to work those out lol) here it is:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Osa-9PZTTug

And this has the little bit of Dusty speaking before My Lagan Love (on Full
Circle you only see her singing).
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMHdyNNdC3g

And for a bit of fun - this is an American Idol contestant doing a pretty
good job of YDHTSYLM, except she looks like shes having a seizure 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pj0R-mAfEd8

Love Mads xxx

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 20/10/2006 :  09:24:47  

I never think of checking in there, so good idea Mads. Living in the UK, I
hadn't seen the commercial and I find it hard to understand how some
people didn't recognise that voice instantly, fans I mean, it's just one of the
most gorgeous beginnings to any of her songs. Maybe they were just
surprised to hear it! The ad with those white horses and beaches, puts me
in mind of the Roll Away video. The IOWTBWY video became an instant
favourite when I first saw it on the ICMEACTT DVD, the dress is a
throwback to the Springfield days  I have a nice colour pic of her from

that show that I'll post later.

Carole x

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 20/10/2006 :  09:34:14      

I couldnt believe people didnt recognize the voice straightaway! Its so
distinctive!

I havent seen the Roll Away video clip! Whereabouts can I get a copy of it?
Does anyone know?

Love Mads xxx

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 20/10/2006 :  10:13:27    

Yeah i tried looking on YouTube for the Roll Away clip but they didn't have
it!! What is the world coming to when YouTube doesn't have something you
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Australia
5805 Posts

need?

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 20/10/2006 :  14:17:36    

Now, if this is an entry in the contest, be sure to mention the thread name
on the contest thread for free publicity AND an official contest entry. 

Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 20/10/2006 :  19:08:35    

Wow, i love the sound of a broken record

Prehaps its the old age, im not sure....

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."
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